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Recent researches have shown that exploiting the multi-modalities of 
videos significantly promotes captioning performance. However, the 
downside of most existing methods lies in the neglect of the interaction 
among multi-modalities and their rich contextual information.
Motivation. People grasp the gist of video content mainly through
visual information, supplemented by some other information like
motion and audio.
Proposed Solution. To yield better joint representations of video
content, a Visual Oriented Encoder (VOE) is proposed to progressively
integrate multimodal features in an interactive manner, where global
and regional contexts are learnt to assist visual understanding, and a
video captioning model VOE-LSTM is developed.

Introduction 1

2Network architecture

VOE-LSTM consists of three parts: (a) CNN-based encoders that
extract multimodal features, (b) our proposed VOE that learns joint
representations, and (c) a single layer LSTM that generates captions. A,
M and I are short for audio, motion and image modalities, respectively.

Fig 1. The overall architecture of VOE-LSTM.

In our implementations, VOE is essentially a hierarchical GRUs. Given 
features of 𝐾 modalities 𝐕("), 𝐕($), …, 𝐕(%) and 𝐕(&) = {𝑣'&}'(") , the 
goal of VOE is to learn compact joint representations (𝐕. Specifically, 𝐾
GRUs are stacked to fuse these features progressively. We treat the 
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* , as the global 
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* }'(") as the regional context for 𝐕(*+").
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Fig 2. Details of our VOE module.
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Benchmark Comparison

Table 1. Comparison on MSVD and MSR-VTT benchmarks
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Ablation Study on MSR-VTT 5

Table 3. Effect of global (G) and regional (R) contexts.

Qualitative Results 6

Fig 3. Four visualized examples of generated captions, 
where our model captures more precise details from videos.

7Main Contributions
n The proposed Visual Oriented Encoder (VOE) presents an

alternative way for multimodal fusion, where inter-modality
interaction is highlighted for fully utilization of multi-scale
contextual information.

n Extensive experiments with both quantitative and qualitative
evaluation demonstrates the effectiveness of our method.

Table 2. Performance of different modalities.
n Static appearance plays the main role in video understanding.
n Utilizing multi-modalities is requisite for video captioning.

n Both kinds of contexts can improve the caption quality.
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